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Lincoln Cents Collectors Folder Plain. Whitman brand, folder opens flat for all-at-once viewing
and includes data pertaining to the coins it holds. No dates, 90 openings.

About the AuthorTourbillon International has published sixteen consecutive volumes of Watches
International and remains an expert in the field.
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Ebook Library Reader, “Giddy up that was fast!. Fast!”

Cheryl, “Nice to put spare coins in. I put all my leftover steel pennies in the book all and all nice
coin book”

Ro.in. Math, “The "Next Book" of the collection. There is no where to go after "Lincoln Cents
Number Three".This will hold the rest of my collection neatly.”

Janice K., “Quality. Works well and is made well”

Rhonda R. Rose, “Perfect for penny collectors. I ordered it because the years weren’t pre-printed
within the folder.  I wanted to add my own years.  Some years there are multiple coins to collect.”

Reviewer, “Product Quality Is Perfect when Using Common Sense to Insert Coin. At the time I
am writing this there are two reviews up rating this with 1 star and stating the coins don't fit. I'm
astonished by these reviews! I remember having these same folders when I was a kid in the late
60's and I'm happy to report they are just as fine a quality now as they were back then. I know
this because I still happen to have two of them. Unfortunately they are now made in China when
they used to be made in the U.S., but what isn't. Anyway, to address the claim that the holes are
two small and you can't get the coins in ... this is utterly ridiculous. As always, like in the 60's,
you simply insert the coin at an angle and then push the other side down. So easy a child can
do it. I inserted 46 pennies last night, while in bed, watching TV, with my body twisted to the side
accessing my nightstand, in about 10 minutes, taking my sweet time. That about sums it up,
except to say, if you need a coin folder, Whitman has always done a real nice one.”

Richard H., “Great!. Love the fact this blank option exists - especially when collecting current
pennies. Holds 60 pennies and wish it had another page for 90, but I bought three and will likely
buy more.”

ESchool, “No Dates. It's both great and strange to have a coin book that has absolutely no dates
in it. Gets the job done, however, since they haven't released a book that has the latest years in
it, so I have the latest coins on the left pockets and other special cents that I am stockpiling for
when I complete other books and want to start a new one.”

Mr S, “Five Stars. A total quality product its just a shame that are not made for English Currency.”

The book by Gene Stone has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 499 people have provided feedback.
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